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While observing a late-summer Michigan cornfield, Mark Jones sees both the life-giving
and life-taking properties of chemistry. He realizes that while the phrase ‘toxic chemicals’
typically generates negative reactions on the part of the public, Mark argues that such lifetaking chemicals are useful, will be with us for the foreseeable future, and better, safer
alternatives are on the way.
As you know, our elected representatives and Federal Agencies in Washington DC have
been extremely busy over the last 3-4 months. Our quarterly ACS Advocacy/Legislation
Update summarizes all the key things you need to know. The update includes a
Congressional Recap and a Federal Agency Update. You can also learn how you can join
the Act4Chemistry Legislative Action Network -- the American Chemical Society’s program
that supports its members, local sections, and other groups interested in engaging with
Congress, the White House, and federal agencies.
In today’s 5th Quarter, U.K. native and former Ashland Specialty Ingredients veteran
Sheila Murphy observes how travel in retirement sure beats business travel, which in
many cases for Sheila meant seeing merely the business destination’s airport, and the
inside of some hotel conference rooms. Read about why Sheila is having so much fun in
retirement.
Three ACS Career Consultants, taking different approaches, share tips for managers who
are experiencing challenges while attempting to motivate employees.
Ashley Armstrong Baz, an early career professional with DuPont Specialty Products,
attributes her career growth and development to taking risks, and urges her peers to
‘never self-eliminate.’
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U.K. native and former Ashland Specialty
Ingredients veteran Sheila Murphy
observes how travel in retirement sure
beats business travel, which in many
cases for Sheila meant seeing merely the
destination’s airport and the inside of
some hotel conference rooms.
Go to Article
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Ashley Armstrong Baz, an early career
professional with DuPont Specialty
Products, attributes her career growth
and development to taking risks, and
urges her peers to ‘never self-eliminate.’
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Tuesday, 10/19: Compete in the NCW ChemClash Game Show
Looking for a free and easy activity for your community during National Chemistry Week?
Compete online against rival groups of students and early career chemists in this live
interactive chemistry game show, a special one-night only virtual event inspired by ACS
Program-in-a-Box! Register Your Group For Free!
Did you miss a webinar or want to view one again? ACS members have exclusive
access to our expansive library of recordings. Visit the webinar archives to catch
up on the latest recordings.

Upcoming from ACS Seminars

ACS Seminars is a new series of virtual events hosted by ACS in collaboration
with institutes in India for researchers looking to engage with globally distinguished
names in the field of chemistry and interfacing areas of science.
ACS Seminars at IIT Roorkee
18 & 19 Oct | Virtual Sessions
Advances in Polymer Nanocomposites
The free-to-attend two-day virtual event will witness ten globally renowned speakers
discuss their latest research and innovations in the field of Polymer Science &
Engineering

Register for an Upcoming Event by ACS International

Join us in discussions on scientific research and discoveries, career-focused learning and
more with the ACS Science Talks LATAM series in Spanish!
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ACS Science Talks
28 Oct | 2:00-3:00 PM US Eastern Time
Topic: Bioproductos Inspirados Por La Naturaleza: Avances en Tecnologías
Sostenibles
Speaker: Dr. Orlando Rojas
Profesor en la Universidad de British Columbia (Vancouver, Canadá)
Associate Editor: Biomacromolecules
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